The Singapore International Foundation (SIF) calls for culture practitioners, creative professionals or programmers based anywhere in the world to apply for the Arts for Good Projects programme, which connects Singapore and global communities.

The Arts for Good Project should:

- Connect Singapore and global communities creatively for social good through the arts
- Facilitate active engagement with, or participation by different communities across borders
- Promote cross-cultural understanding, international collaboration, and positive social change
- Feature either digital or hybrid means of production, presentation, collaboration, or community engagement
- Culminate in an online or hybrid engagement component that allows the project outcomes to benefit a wider audience base

Priority will be given to Arts for Good Projects that address the theme of Inclusivity, although projects that do not address the theme will still be eligible for consideration.

Projects should commence after 1 May 2023 and be completed by 31 October 2023. Successful applicants may receive up to 20,000 SGD per project.

Eligibility

- Arts and culture practitioners, creative professionals or programmers with prior experience working with global communities through the arts (individuals or companies)
- Applicants can be based anywhere in the world, but the project must connect Singapore and global communities
- Applicants who collaborate with Singaporeans, Singaporean Permanent Residents or engage with Singaporean and Asian communities will be viewed favourably
Application guidelines

Deadline: 5 March 2023
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